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The Networker would like to extend a warm welcome to all new
students and members, and a happy welcome back to all
continuing/returning students and members. We would also like to
welcome Dr. Diane Gehart as the newest faculty member. Read all
about her on page 7.
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Well it’s that time of year again. Time when we wonder, “Where did
the summer go?”. Time when we think, “I thought I had more time to
do my comps, projects, thesis.”. Yes, folks, it’s that time of year to
scurry around the parking lots looking for a space that is free or
doesn’t say employee on it: it’s back to school!
As I enter my fifth and final semester in the MFT program, I often
wonder where our different paths will lead us. Whatever that course
may be, support for and from each other will always be needed. The
CSUN MFT alumni/student network is one place to obtain that support
while enjoying the benefits of being a member.
Cheers!

Cleo De Vera, Newsletter Editor
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ne day a little girl was sitting and

watching her mother do the dishes at the
kitchen sink. She suddenly noticed that her
mother had several strands of white hair
sticking out in contrast to her brunette hair.
She looked at her mother and inquisitively
asked, “Why are some of your hairs white,
Mom?” Her mother replied, “Well, every time
that you do someting wrong and make me cry
or unhappy, one of my hairs turns white.”
The little girl thought about this revelation for
a while and then said, “Momma, how come ALL
of grandma’s hairs are white?”
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Greetings to all:
In 1997 a much admired Professor Stan
Charnofsky approached several of his
current and former graduate students with
an idea, a seed of thought, to form an alumni
group for the Educational Psychology
During the formation of this group we used our energies to
get people involved. Our mission statement being to support
members, keep members informed of changes in the law,
provide a network of individuals who can offer employment
opportunities, articles and humor that will stimulate and help
keep members balanced in an unbalanced (at times) world, and
meet several times during the year to celebrate ourselves .
The MFT-ASN continues today, has reached new heights
and touched many lives with connections, history, successes
and supportl NETWORKING..today more than ever, mental
health practioners need the support that we can offer each
other in these changing times.
As a charter member os the MFT-ASN (first treasurer) I reflect
on where our first president is, Eric Lyden; as a thriving
business in training MFT for licensing; Second president, Estee
Diamond, served for years and went on to join CAMFT and
create a thriving private practice; I (as the third president) have
prospered well due to my education at CSUN, my private
practice goes well and I have had the honor and pleasure to
supervise many trainee/interns who are now in private practice.
As you give thought to the last half of the year 2004, think
about joining our Board of Directors, guest lecture at a banquet,
make suggestions for events that would be enjoyable. Let us
hear from you. More importantly, let us see you at our Welcome
Back Bash....
Be well, Teresa Fordham-Jacobs

O

The purpose of this organization
is to encourage support and
interaction among its members.
Our goal also includes a hope to
enrich the field of psychotherapy
in general.
The Networker is published
AlumniStudent Network.
Membership is available to all
CSUN alumni and students of
the EPC graduate program who
focused on the MFTtrack.
quarterly by the CSUN -MFT

The CSUN MFTAS.N. offers
many events including banquets,
guest speakers, picnics,
workshops, and scholarship
opportunities.
For membership information and
to be added to our mailing list,
please contact Dr. Stan
Chamofsky at (818)677-2548 or
Vice President of Membership,
Diana Castle at (818)677-2549.
The Networker welcomes you!
feedback from all readers.
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ur Mission ...

Faculty Corner
With Dr. Stan Charnofsky
dissertation, "The Major

Here we go again. Another school
year is upon us. We have admitted 60
new MFT students, along with some
18 more, joint school counseling and
school psychology/MFT students. At
meetings we are told that some of the
other institutions in our area are
finding their numbers diminishing.
We can only guess that ours are still
strong and growing because: we have
a super program!!
Welcome to our newest full-time
faculty member, Dr. Diane Gehart,
who joins us from Fresno State
University, where she was an
Associate Professor in Family
Therapy, ran a community clinic,
wrote articles and texts in the field,
and was an all-around star. We are
fortunate that she grew up in Agoura,
her family still lives here, and she
wanted to return home.
Dr. Michael Laurent is coordinating
and supervising at our on campus
clinic, CCRI.
Jodi McIntosh, a recent graduate, is
the on-site coordinator at CCRI. She
is beginning a doctoral program this
fall.

Dr. Rie Mitchell, our department chair,
recently presented a wonderful workshop
on Sandplay Therapy at our Camarillo
campus.
Dr. Luis Rubalcava is preparing to take the
state Psychologist licensing exam. He also is
submitting his materials for full professor.
Several of our graduates have
communicated with us that they have
passed the state MFT licensing exam, both
parts. Yea!!
I (Stan) recently reviewed for the
Humanistic Perspective, the new Irv Yalom
book, The Gift Of Therapy. Read it. It's
valuable.
Our MFT Alumni/Student Network, will
have a welcoming bash for all new MFT
students. We'll announce the exact date
soon.
A new MFT fieldwork handbook will
become available shortly. Jodi McIntosh is
doing the revision. Thanks for the hard
work!!
Finally, my little granddaughter, Molly
Bess, turned two this summer. Doesn't get
any better.
Stan Charnofsky
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I hold the hands of people I never touch.
I provide comfort to people I never embrace.
I watch people walk into brick walls, the same ones over and over
again, and I coax them to turn around and try to walk in a different
direction.
People rarely see me gladly. As a rule, I catch the residue of their
despair. I see people who are broken, and people who only think
they are broken. I see people who have had their faces rubbed in
their failures. I see weak people wanting anesthesia and strong
people who wonder what they have done to make such an enemy of
fate. I am often the final pit stop people take before they crawl
across the finish line that is marked: I give up.
Some people beg me to help.
Some people dare me to help.
Sometimes the beggars and dare-ers look the same. Absolutely the
same. I’m supposed to know how to tell them apart.
Some people who visit me need scar tissue to cover their wounds.
Some people who visit me need their wounds opened further,
explored for signs of infection and contamination. I make those
calls, too.
Some days I’m invigorated by it all.
Some days I’m numbed.
Always, I’m humbled by the role of the helper.
And, occasionally, I’m ambushed.
~Author unknown
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A Recap of the Graduation Bash ‘04
Back on May 23rd, the MFT A/SN members
shared another wonderful opportunity to
network at our graduation breakfast bash.

Congratulations to our award
recipients, Sharon Aronson-Rill and
Jacqui Cohen.

Marv Chernoff was our esteemed guest speaker
who was kind enough to share with us his
journey as a psychologist, a teacher, a minister,
and a playwrite, all while battling Parkinson’s
disease. He and his alter ego, Howie Green,
taught us many lessons that day. “Winning
Life’s Race” was just one of his writings read
to us by Stan Charnofsky. Another called
“Maxine’s Second Thoughts”, read by Sharon
Bloom, taught us to never stop listening until
we hear both sides of the story. In addition,
there were some great dyads acted out to
demonstrate some of the things we may very
well encounter in our own placements,
internships, facilities, or private practices:
a therapist being freed by his client when he is
able to view the world through his client’s eyes,
dealing with a client who compares you to a
former therapist, spiritual counseling, and
handling a divorcing couple and how to restore
their dignity. It was indeed helpful and moving.

A special thank you to Chrystal Lee’s
guest, Durrick Coleman, for helping
out with the raffle. You did an
excellent job!
Thank you to all those who attended
and thanks again CSUN MFT A/SN
for another chance to network.
See you at the next bash!

We encourage non-members to attend the
bashes and get a feel for the CSUN MFT A/S
Network. Yummy food, raffles where you can
win prizes, a great place to network with old
and new faces.....what more could you ask for?

Award Recipients
Recipient of $250 Book Scholarship:
Sharon Aronson-Rill
Recipient of $1000 Ruth Halpert
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My Journey to CSUN
Diane R. Gehart, Ph.D., LMFT
Associate Professor
California State University, Northridge
“Who is the new prof on block?” “Where did she come from?” I thought I would answer those questions that are
always asked when a new faculty member arrives. My journey here has taken many turns, and in many ways is a
sort of home coming.
My parents are European immigrants: my father immigrated from Vienna, Austria and my mother’s parents from
rural Greece. For those of you who saw My Big Fat Greek Wedding, you have a sense of my home life: lots of
people, food, good times, and zaniness with a strong connection to the old world values of hard work, family,
and integrity, which have been a source of both inspiration and struggle. I grew up in Agoura Hills and graduated
from Agoura High School with the intention of becoming a psychologist. Wanting to expand my horizons, I
decided to go to the College of William and Mary in Virginia, which is a public liberal arts college and the first
chartered university in the Americas. There I studied Psychology and East Asian Studies, with an emphasis in
Chinese and worked my way through college as a balladeer in the colonial taverns. I spent my junior year abroad
in Salzburg, Austria, which brought me closer to my family overseas, and Beijing, China, where I deepened my
understanding of a culture that fascinated me. I spent my summers in UCLA’s language and cultural studies
programs.
My first doctoral program was at the University of Washington, Seattle, in Asian Languages and Literature. I had
changed my plans from becoming a therapist to becoming a scholar of Asian philosophy with a specialty in
Tibetan Buddhist texts. However, when I discovered the job prospects tended to be better with the CIA than the
academy, I decided to return to my first interest: psychology, or so I thought. I ended up at St. Mary’s
University in San Antonio, where I “stumbled” across marriage and family therapy. The application form required
I check a box indicating a specialty in community mental health or marriage and family therapy. I randomly
chose family therapy not knowing the implications. During my first family systems theory class I discovered a
convergence of Asian philosophy and modern mental health; I fell in love. All of my academic wanderings
effortlessly came together, and I have been passionately pursuing these ideas ever since.
So what was it that caught my attention? First I discovered systems theory, which is based on the recognition of
the profound interconnection of human life, a concept I was first introduced to in Asian philosophy. Systems
theory offers an unparalleled template for understanding the complex dance of human interaction, and I have
recently had the fortune of studying these ideas with some of the field’s founders at the Mental Research Institute
in Palo Alto. The richness of these ideas has taken me years to fully appreciate, and I am sure there is still more
for me to learn. However, initially, I did not find the therapeutic methods of systemic therapy a good personality
fit for me. Fortunately, at a conference I discovered the postmodern family therapies, which were newly coming
Continued on page 9
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San Fernando Valley

The Child Development Institute
provides education, support and
therapy to children and their parents,
teachers and professionals who care
for them. CDI also offers training and
research opportunities to graduate
students and professionals in multiple
fields of child development.
6300 Variel Ave, #B, Woodland Hills;
(818)888-4559
www.childdevelopmentinstitute.org

Verdugo Mental Health Clinic

The SFVCC offers training and supervision for
paraprofessionals, interns, and trainees. Continuing
Education workshops are presented annually.
For more information please call (818)341-1111.
8350 Reseda Blvd., Northridge 91324
www.sfvcc.org

Looking for an office?
Lovely office space available in Santa
Clarita off of the 14 freeway: waiting room,
upstairs, quiet. Rent by day (2-3 days
available).
Call Teresa Fordham-Jacobs for details.
(661)298-2757

Spanish-speaking female trainees
needed to work with victims of domestic
violence at YWCA in Glendale.
For more information, please contact
Dr. Myrna Samuels at (818)368-8932

To place an ad in The Networker, contact Cleo at
818-388-7533 or cleo_devera@hotmail.com

The Networker appreciates your feedback. Please address questions,
comments, criticisms, contributions, etc... to our
Faculty Advisor, Stan Charnofsky
CSUN ,Dept. of EPC
Northridge, CA 91330-8265
(818)677-2548
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on to the scene during my doctoral studies. I had the unique opportunity to train at the Houston Galveston
Institute, where the Collaborate Language Systems Approach to therapy was developed. Rather than using a
cybernetic systems metaphor, this postmodern approach uses a linguistic metaphor to organize therapy. The
approach is based on the idea that we socially construct our understanding of reality through relationships, both
immediate and at the broader social level. From this perspective, our interpretations of reality shape our
beliefs, emotions, behaviors, and relationships, a perspective that is echoed in Asian thought. In Collaborative
Therapy, the therapist uses the premises of social constructionism as the basis for conversing with people in
such a way that they are better able to work with the problem situations in their lives. This approach is
creative, fresh, and ever evolving, and became the focus of my doctoral research.
When I completed my doctorate, I was ready to come home to California, and accepted my first academic
appointment at California State University, Fresno. At CSUF I developed several grant projects with the local
school district that allowed MFT trainees to provide low-fee counseling services to children and families in the
district. We developed an extensive family play therapy program, adolescent and parent group programs, and
multi-lingual programs. I also opened a counseling center that specialized in postmodern family therapy
approaches. However, when I was offered the opportunity to join the faculty at CSUN, I knew this was an
opportunity that I could not pass up. So I left Fresno this summer to return to Southern California.
I have also been active in the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy. I am currently in my
second term on the Board of Directors for the California Division, where I worked for several years as CoChair of the Education and Training Department. I am currently serving my term at on the national Elections
Council for AAMFT. I have also been active in AAMFT’s Core Competency initiative, which represents a shift
from a content-based approach to educating MFT’s to a competency or outcome-based approach. In addition, I
have served on the Catholic Diocese of Fresno’s Sexual Misconduct Review Board as a consultant on sexual
abuse issues and treatment.
I have published in a number of areas including a book on treatment planning and articles on collaborative
therapy, narrative therapy, gender, mindfulness, and qualitative research. I have presented at both national and
international conferences and frequently collaborate with colleagues in Germany, Mexico City, and Canada.
My current research focuses on practical applications of collaborative therapy, mindfulness for therapists,
mindfulness and intimacy, and client advocacy in family therapy. I look forward to sharing my evolving work
with the CSUN community. In addition, I am excited about building an active relationship with the
community, alumni, students and faculty as we continue to develop a vibrant and engaged program here at
CSUN. Please feel free to contact me with questions or comments: dgehart@csun.edu; Education building
3122; (818) 677-7468. I look forward to meeting you!
Selected Publications:
Gehart, D. R., & Tuttle, A. R. (2002). Theory-Based Treatment Planning for Marriage and Family Therapists:
Integrating Theory and Practice. Pacific Grove, CA: Brooks/Cole.
Anderson, H., & Gehart, D. R. (Eds.). (in development). Invitations: Expanding conversations in collaborative
therapy.
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Gehart, D. (2004). Achtsamkeit in der therapie: Buddhistische Philosophie im postmoderner Praxis.
(Mindfulness in therapy: Buddhist philosophy in postmodern practice). Zeitschrift für systemische Therapie
(Journal for Systemic Therapy), 22, 5-14.
Monk, G., & Gehart, D. R. (2003). Conversational partner or socio-political activist: Distinguishing the position
of the therapist in collaborative and narrative therapies. Family Process, 42, 19-30.
Gehart, D. R., & Lyle, R. R. (2001). Client perspectives of gender in therapeutic relationships: An interpretive
ethnography. Family Process, 40, 443-458.
Gehart, D. R., Ratliff, D. A., & Lyle, R. R. (2001). Qualitative research in family therapy: A substantive and
methodological review of the research literature. Journal of Marital and Family Therapy, 27, 261-274.
Lyle, R. R., & Gehart, D. R. (2001). The narrative of ethics and the ethics of narrative: Language, memory, and
forgiveness in narrative family therapy. Journal of Systemic Therapies, 19(4), 73-89.
Gehart, D. R., & Morales, D. R. (2000). Reclaiming one’s voice: A narrative intervention for women who have
been battered. Journal of Family Psychotherapy 11(3), 69-73.
Berger, V., & Gehart, D. R. (2000). Feelings Jenga: Facilitating family communication through play. Journal of
Family Psychotherapy, 11, 81-86.
Gehart, D. R., & Lyle, R. R. (1999). Client and therapist perspectives of change in collaborative language
systems: An interpretive ethnography. Journal of Systemic Therapy, 18 (4), 78-97.
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BUILDING YOUR CHILD’S
SELF-ESTEEM

Listen to what he has to say. He needs to
know that his thoughts, feelings, desires,
and opinions matter.

Judith Kasdan, MS, MFT
(Parent-Child Connection)

Give encouragement. Every child needs
the support that indicates, “I believe you. I
see your effort. Keep it up!” Encouragement
supports the process, and acknowledges the
effort. This differs from praise, which
rewards the task instead of rewarding the
person. Statements of praise such as,
“You’re the best player on the team” and
“You spell so well”, can put pressure on the
child to perform. They can make the child
feel that he is only as good as the final result
and that he needs to do something perfectly
to be good. Statements of encouragement
focus on effort and improvement, show
appreciation and love and display
confidence.

A baby is born, a child comes into the
family, and we joyfully visualize our
beautiful child growing up and marching
confidently out into the world. And then
reality sinks in as we realize that it is up
to us to help this wonderful child face the
future with confidence and joy. Our goal
as parents is to nurture our child’s
feeling of self-worth, to boost his selfesteem so that he develops pride in
himself and faith in his ability to handle
life’s challenges. Here are some simple
strategies to help boost your child’s selfesteem.
Give unconditional love. Self-esteem
flourishes with the no-strings-attached
devotion that says, “I love you for who
you are, not what you do.” When you
accept your child for who he is,
regardless of his strengths, difficulties,
temperament, and abilities, he will
flourish and feel good about himself.
Hugs, kisses, and pats on the back tell
your child that he is special, that he is
loved.

Phrases of encouragement that boost
your child’s self-esteem include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are really working hard
It’s great to see you trying to...
You’re doing much better
I’m proud of the way you’re doing that
Thanks for your help
I know you can do this
You’re very observant
That’s an interesting point of view
I like it when you behave like this

Give undivided attention. This
increases your child’s feelings of selfworth because it sends the message
that you think he is important and
valuable.
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CSUN Educational Psychology &Counseling

Fall 2004 Workshops Program
818-677-2549
Provides affordable quality continuing education and training to the
professional community of licensed Marriage and Family Therapists as
well as Licensed Clinical Social Workers, Educators and others.
Approved provider (#PCE 306) for mandatory continuing education
credits for MFTs and LCSWs requiring CEUs for license renewals by
the Board of Behavioral Sciences. http://www.csun.edu/~epcwkshp/

ENERGY
PSYCHOLOGY AND
BASIC EMOTIONAL
FREEDOM (EFT)

WAYS TO
UNDERSTAND AND
MANAGE STRESS
AND PAIN

Saturday October 9

ENCHANTED
CHILDHOOD: HOW
PLAYING HELPS
CHILDREN

Sunday October 10

Saturday March 8
Saturday March 8

Sunday October 10
Saturday March 8

CHILD ABUSE:
IDENTIFICATION,
ASSESSMENT,
INTERVENTION &
TREATMENT
Sunday October 17

ASSESSMENT &
TREATMENT OF HIV /
AIDS
Saturday October 23

Saturday November 6

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
COUNSELING
STRATEGIES: FROM
RESISTANCE TO
REAL CHANGE
Sunday November 7

AN INTRODUCTION
TO INTEGRATIVE
BODY
PSYCHOTHERAPY

ANXIETY
DISORDERS:
ADVANCES AND
BREAKTHROUGHS

Saturday November 13

Sunday November 14

THE SANDPLAY
JOURNEY:
EXPLORING THE
MYSTERIES

AGING AND LONG
TERM CARE

Saturday November 20

Saturday November 20

THE BODY OF
KNOWLEDGE:
SOMAPSYCHOLOGY
AND MOVEMENT
THERAPY
Sunday November 14

PRACTICAL PLAY
TECHNIQUES IN A
SCHOOL SETTING
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graduate program who focused on the MFTtrack. For membership
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